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The Chocolatiers

General Manager – Jadon Tirado
Chef – Mylie Rogers
Sous Chef – Joanna Valcin
Bar Manager – Pamela Cabrera
Steward Manager – Daniel Cooper
Service Manager – Madison Rustici
Service Manager – Joshua Sauer
Service Manager – Alexandra Brodner

Thank you for indulging in a journey through the enchanting world of chocolate with us tonight. We hope that each dish crafted with passion and infused with the finest cocoa, has not only delighted your taste buds, but also created great memories for you to cherish. Chocolate is not just an ingredient, it’s a celebration of life’s rich and decadent moments. As you step away from the world of chocolate tonight, remember to carry the joy of it with you, and let it sweeten your days all the rest of your life. Thank you for choosing The Cocoa Bean, where every bite is a story and every visit is an experience.
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